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on developing
life skills

English teaching materials should play
a part in helping the secondary student to
develop as a whole person. Transferable skills
such as flexibility and creativity, critical thinking,
teamwork and cultural awareness are essential
in today’s globalised world. Beyond features
a comprehensive syllabus of 21st century skills,
which aim to help teenagers understand
more about themselves and equip
them for life in and beyond
the classroom.

ROBERT
CAMPBELL

ROB
METCALF

on engaging
teenage learners
Successful lessons start with engaging material.
Students need to find out things they didn’t
know before, discover new ways to look at
familiar topics, and work out the rules behind
language for themselves. They also need regular
opportunities to say what they know or feel
about things that matter to them. In Beyond,
we’ve kept these needs in mind on every
page of the book.

on video in
the classroom
Images, especially moving images, play an
important part in the lives of teenagers today.
In Beyond, we’ve used video to bring the pages
to life for today’s digital natives. The Moving
Picture strand includes documentary clips,
vox pops, slide shows, digital animation, and
YouTube-style videos. The speaking pages also
include video, allowing students to watch
as well as hear the model conversations
spoken and acted by teenage
drama group actors.

For secondary teachers looking to develop the four
language skills in the 21st century classroom
Beyond is a six-level course, from A1+ to B2, for teenage
students. The course is based on detailed CEFR mapping and
helps to prepare students for international exams.
Beyond focuses on developing strong linguistic skills, as well
as teaching the wider skills and strategies students need to
improve as language learners.
Beyond offers a comprehensive and practical subskills syllabus,
equipping students with invaluable strategies to transfer to
other areas of their education. The 21st century life skills feature
introduces a new dimension to language teaching. With strong
links to the unit topic and language, the life skills lessons ensure
students not only develop academically, but also grow into
self-aware, considerate and confident individuals.
The multimedia materials, along with an array of class and
homework activities on the Resource Centre, ensure that
the students can choose to learn from a variety of sources.
Teachers can access a great variety of supplementary material
to support the course. The language practice environment for
students is extended into an Online Workbook, which provides
a wide range of interactive and engaging activities accessible on
computers and mobile devices.
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MULTIMEDIA
Teachers
can find a range
of flexible, easy-to-use online

PRESENTATION KIT
This is the page-faithful, interactive version of the Beyond Student’s Book
designed for use as a presentation tool in the classroom to promote student
participation. It includes embedded audio and video for easy reference and
interactive versions of many exercises to work through as class activities.
The Resources section of the product contains downloadable PDFs of the
audio script, video script and the full Student’s Book answer key.
The Presentation Kit is ideal for working with the Student’s Book material
as a class in a visually attractive and interesting way.

tools for all aspects of daily teaching.
The multimedia components of Beyond are easy to
integrate into live lessons and class preparation. Teachers have a
great opportunity to digitise their lessons and present the material in

Tailor your own resources
using IWB tools in the
Teacher’s Area.

different ways, varying the pace and dynamics in the classroom and making
their teaching time more enjoyable and rewarding.
Students can benefit from a smart and flexible online learning environment,
available wherever they may be, giving them the freedom to learn anytime.
Beyond learners participate in versatile, interactive learning, making them feel
more engaged and motivated during learning.

Flexible multimedia material

PDF audio script, video
script and answer key to
download and print.

Beyond includes an intuitive Presentation Kit, which is a projectable version of
the Student’s Book, and an Online Workbook as well as a huge bank of
additional materials and tests in the online Teacher Resource Centre.
Every Beyond unit contains two original videos to supplement
the lessons.
Move easily between
the pages of the
Student’s Book.

Play the class audio
in situ, with optional
audio script.

Show the answer key
instantly, alongside
the exercise.

Do an interactive version of
the exercise in class and get
instant feedback.

Play the video in situ,
with optional subtitles.

Link instantly to the
Macmillan Dictionary
for reference.
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ONLINE WORKBOOK
The Online Workbook is a fully interactive digital version of the Beyond Workbook
providing students with a variety of activities to use on their personal devices.
The Beyond Online Workbook comprehensively revises the course content through
individual exercises and a variety of activity sets and cumulative reviews.

TEACHERS

Monitor the class
progress as well as
individual students’
scores.

STUDENTS
The Online Workbook instantly
marks students’ work, providing
them with immediate feedback
and sending results to the
teacher-controlled gradebook.

The results
of activities are
displayed in an
easy-to-read,
easy-to-compare
way.

The course score is
automatically updated,
helping students to
monitor their progress
in the course.

Embedded
audio and video
to be used on
mobile devices.

The Gradebook
shows students’ first
attempt results, along
with their best, most
recent and latest
attempts, for accurate
representation of
their work.

Embedded
audio for the
listening activities.

Display the
Beyond Online
Workbook on a projector
or interactive whiteboard
to check students’
work in open class.

The Online Workbook
features flexible content that
works on all devices – including
tablets and smartphones –
with full-colour versions of the
Beyond Workbook artwork
and illustrations.
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ONLINE RESOURCE CENTRES
The online Resource Centres are loaded with additional resources to support the
Beyond course material. The Resource Centres are accessed by a single sign-in and
contain a wide range of media to stream and download. Different Resource Centres
are available for teachers and students.
Student’s Resource Centre

TEACHERS
Test Generator
to customise and
create tests.

PDF and
also editable (Word)
versions of the static
tests at the beginning,
middle and end of
each level.

The Teacher’s Resource Centre
provides teachers with downloadable
extra worksheets and testing to support
the course, with a whole range of
additional Beyond materials to be
used in the classroom or assigned
for homework. It also gives teachers
access to everything on the
Student’s Resource Centre.
Tips and model
answers to accompany
the Student’s Book
and Workbook
writing tasks.

Access to
everything on the
Student’s Resource
Centre – audio, video,
wordlists and
worksheets.

A teacher-delivered
Speaking section
to accompany every
Student’s Book
Progress Check.

Culture, CLIL
and life skills
worksheets.

Teacher’s Resource Centre

Teacher’s notes
to accompany
all worksheets.

Link to special
co-branded
Beyond materials on
www.onestopenglish.
com/Beyond.

Video worksheets
to revisit and
deconstruct the
video content.

Full answer
keys and scripts
for all course
components.

STUDENTS

For students, the Resource
Centre provides a reference
bank for media, vocabulary
and additional, downloadable
Beyond materials to extend
and practise the main
Student’s Book content.

Full course
audio for students
to stream or
download.

Wordlists
for reference
and personal
study.

Extra grammar
and vocabulary
practice
worksheets.

Two strands
of videos from the
course; speaking
page videos and
moving picture
video.

Additional
recordings of
Phrase Bytes and
Speech Bubbles
from the
Student’s Book.

Project activities to
encourage students to go
beyond their classwork
and consolidate the skills
they have learned.
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BEYOND VIDEOS
Beyond has two strands of videos and every unit contains two videos to supplement
the lessons. The videos are accessible through the Presentation Kit and the Teacher’s
and Student’s Resource Centres.

What do you get with Beyond?
The flexible range of components makes it
easier than ever to choose the combination
of material for your teaching situation.
Packs for both students and teachers allow
you to access everything you need in
one place.

FOR STUDENTS
Student’s Book
Premium Pack
The Moving
Picture videos
The opening spread of every unit in the Beyond Student’s Book

The Speaking videos

is not only designed to have visual impact, but also activates

A group of ten ordinary teenagers called Drama Kids act

students’ knowledge of the topic through a video feature called
‘The Moving Picture’.

and YouTube-style videos.
The videos all last between one and three minutes. They provide
plenty of opportunity for discussion, giving teachers a chance
to engage students in extra interaction
around the lesson theme.

print Student’s Book

■

access code for the Online Workbook
and Student’s Resource Centre

Life skills for teenagers

■

Bespoke videos

■

Inspiring topics

■

BE

exemplify the Speaking subskills in every unit.

■

Strong multi-media offering
Award-winning author team

■

Learn Beyond.

Teach Beyond.

Go Beyond.
BEYOND is a 6-level course for teenagers, from A1+
to B2. The course is based on a detailed mapping onto
the CEFR and international exams. It offers a comprehensive
syllabus for the four skills through systematic development of subskills
and linguistic strategies. The age-appropriate life skills strand adds a new
dimension to language teaching in the secondary classroom.

There is a new group of ten Drama Kids for every one of the
six levels of Beyond, so that the ages of the ‘actors’ match
that of the students.

BEYOND’s creative and dynamic approach to topics motivates students to
engage with the material, making language learning more meaningful and
successful. Units provide constant opportunities for students to express
themselves, while the pages are brought to life through a series of
specially-produced videos. Throughout the course, language is
recycled and reviewed, allowing students to assess and
consolidate their progress.
BEYOND’s unique combination of language skills, life
skills and motivating material prepares students for
success in the 21st century classroom and beyond.

FOR THE STUDENT

FOR THE TEACHER

Student’s Book Pack,
including:
■
Online Resource Centre
– Student’s Book audio
– Student’s Book video
– Workbook audio
– extra listening
– worksheets

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack,
including:
■
Online Workbook
■
Online Resource Centre
– Presentation Kit (downloadable)
– course audio and video
– worksheets (culture, CLIL, life skills,
grammar, vocabulary and more)
– tests and test generator
– access to onestopenglish.com resources
■
DVD (Student’s Book videos)
■
Class Audio CDs

Print Workbook
Online Workbook

The drama group context reflects the classroom situation

COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

print Workbook

B1+

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

BE

■
■

print Student’s Book

B1+

■

■

ONLINE WORKBOOK

BE

Online Workbook

Language subskills
Life skills for teenagers
Bespoke videos

■

Inspiring topics

■

Strong multi-media offering

■

■

Award-winning author team

Learn Beyond.

■

Teach Beyond.

Go Beyond.

BEYOND is a 6-level course for teenagers, from A1+
to B2. The course is based on a detailed mapping
onto the CEFR and international exams. It offers a
comprehensive syllabus for the four skills through
systematic development of subskills and linguistic
strategies. The age-appropriate life skills strand adds
a new dimension to language teaching at Secondary.

access code for the Student’s
Resource Centre

BEYOND’s unique combination of language skills,
life skills and engaging material, including speciallyproduced videos, motivates and prepares students in
the 21st century classroom and beyond.

FOR THE STUDENT

FOR THE TEACHER

Student’s Book Pack,
including:
■
Online Resource Centre
– Student’s Book audio
– Student’s Book video
– Workbook audio
– extra listening
– worksheets

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack,
including:
■
Online Workbook
■
Online Resource Centre
– Presentation Kit (downloadable)
– course audio and video
– worksheets (culture, CLIL, life skills,
grammar, vocabulary and more)
– tests and test generator
– access to onestopenglish.com resources
■
DVD (Student’s Book videos)
■
Class Audio CDs

Print Workbook
Online Workbook

BE

access code for the Online Workbook

B1+

ONLINE WORKBOOK

COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2
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System requirements for online components
Windows
Windows

Macintosh OS

Windows XP SP3 Windows 7 & 8
CPU Speed Core 2 Duo,
Core 2 Duo,
(equivalent) 2.53 GHz
2.93 GHz
Browser
IE 9, 10, 11 / Firefox / Chrome

10.7 10.8 10.9
CPU Speed Core 2 Duo,
(equivalent) 1.83 GHz
Browser
Safari 5, 6

I S B N 978-0-230-46142-0

For customer support please contact help@macmillan.com
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Windows 7 & 8
CPU Speed Any 2 GHz dual core
(equivalent) processor or above.
Browser
IE 9, 10, 11 / Firefox / Chrome

Robert Campbell
Rob Metcalf
Rebecca Robb Benne

Internet connection required
RAM: 1GB for 32 bit, 2GB for 64 bit, Display: 1024 x 768 pixels, 32-bit colour,
Audio sound card

BEYOND B1+ COVER SB STANDARD.indd 1
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Minimum system requirements for online components

in which students often role-play scenes and the use of
teenage actors makes it easier for students to relate to

Student’s Book Pack

Language subskills

■

Rebecca Robb Benne

researched video clips, tailor-made videos, documentary clips

■

Rob Metcalf

video: slideshows, digital animation, vox pops interviews, short

B1+

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

Robert Campbell

an accessible and motivating way. There are various types of

language on all Student’s Book Speaking pages and

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

contextualise the unit theme and exemplify key language in

Student’s Book authors to demonstrate the functional

B1+

and the related vocabulary. The videos help to introduce and

■

out scenes that have been specially written by the Beyond
BEYOND

The Moving Picture videos are connected to the lesson topic

Workbook

Macintosh OS
10.7
10.8
10.9
CPU Speed Any 2 GHz dual core
(equivalent) processor or above.
Browser
Safari 6

Internet connection required
RAM: 1GB (32-bit), 2GB (64-bit), Display: 1024 x 768 pixels, 32-bit colour,
Audio sound card

780230 461420

Andy Harvey
Louis Rogers

For customer support please contact help@macmillan.com

Student’s Resource Centre
07/07/2014 12:43

FOR TEACHERS
466166_Bey_B1+_Online_WB_Cover_1p.indd 1

08/08/2014 15:47

Teacher’s Book
Premium Pack
■

print Teacher’s Book

■

access code for the Teacher’s
Resource Centres,
Online Workbook,
Test Generator and
Presentation Kit

■

Class audio CDs

■

DVD
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Each unit in Beyond opens with a highly visual and inviting double-page lesson.
The striking images introduce the unit theme and raise students’ levels
of engagement.

The unit themes provide
teachers and students with
relevant, engaging and
informative material.

Each lesson starts with a Recall
activity, focusing on activating
prior vocabulary knowledge.

Extension activities refer to additional
exercises to be done in class by fast
finishers or as homework.

New vocabulary items introduced
in the opening lesson are practised
throughout the unit.

The regular Moving Picture video
feature in every first lesson brings the
pages to life, providing a unique
visual representation of the topic.

The final activity in the first lesson
focuses on functional communication
and personalisation of the language.

www.macmillanbeyond.com

THE MOVING PICTURE

SUBSKILLS

The first lesson in every unit of the Beyond Student’s Book is not only supported
by a range of images related to the unit topic, but also includes ‘The Moving
Picture’, which uses a variety of video types (slide shows, researched clips,
vox pops, etc) to bring the pages to life in an accessible and motivating way.

All reading, listening, speaking and writing lessons have an integrated subskills
focus that teaches students transferable linguistic strategies to maximise their learning.

The lesson aim clearly identifies the
subskill that is being taught.

Striking, vivid images create a
strong visual impact and engage
students with the content.

The cross-curricular focus
of Beyond helps students
learn about the world around
them and brings a range
of global experiences
into the classroom.

Every subskill is accompanied
by a How to feature, which gives
tips on how to use the subskills.

A useful Phrasebook with
relevant functional phrases is
provided for use with the Act
section of the Speaking lesson.

www.macmillanbeyond.com

READING

GRAMMAR
Reading lessons are designed to teach students how to successfully read and
understand a wide variety of text types. Texts include unusual and original
perspectives on familiar syllabus topics, making them particularly engaging
and motivating for teenage students.

Reading texts contain
examples of the next
lesson’s grammar point
in context.

The first exercise gives students the opportunity
to focus on the lesson topic and to discuss their
own knowledge and opinions. This increases confidence
and helps students to focus on the theme.

The target grammar is always presented in context and students are encouraged
to work out rules from examples. In Beyond there are two grammar pages per unit.

Students either read or read and
listen to a conversation or short text
that expands on the unit’s theme.

Presenting grammar in
context typically links to
the theme of the previous
reading lesson.

The target grammar is typically practised
in a meaningful context, with regular
opportunities for personalisation.

Target vocabulary is recycled
throughout the unit.

Students read a variety of text
types and are guided and
supported through the process
of learning the subskills they
need to apply to each type.
All texts are recorded to
provide extra classroom and
self-study opportunities.
The How To box provides
tips for putting the subskill
into action. Students read the
tips, carry out a related task,
and then reflect on which
tips they used to complete
the task, consolidating their
understanding of the subskill.
The React section
encourages students
to share opinions on
the text and relate to it
in a personal way.

The Go Beyond task provides
a further activity related to the
content of the reading text.

In the Study section, students
are guided to notice grammar
structures from the text and complete
explanations in the Study box.

Links to the corresponding
Workbook page are at the
bottom of each page.

There are regular opportunities for
students to talk about themselves
and to express their views.

www.macmillanbeyond.com

LANGUAGE & BEYOND

LISTENING AND VOCABULARY

The Language & Beyond page is the life skills lesson. The aim of these lessons
is to equip students with transferable skills for life beyond the classroom, especially
at college or university and in the workplace. The life skills lessons are grouped under
five umbrella headings: Know yourself, Get organised, Get thinking, Respect others,
and Communicate & cooperate.

Listening comprehension tasks are designed to enable students to progress from
a focus on global understanding to an understanding of specific details.
Students are also asked to react personally to what they hear.

Listening texts contain examples of the next lesson’s
grammar point, allowing students to hear the language
in context before looking at it in depth.

The How To box provides
tips to help students
understand and apply the
lesson subskill.

Students are
encouraged to read
the tips, carry out an
activity using them
and reflect on which
tips they used.

The Go Beyond task allows students
to do a further task related to the new
vocabulary set.

Working with other
students is a key part
of the skills lesson.
The React exercise
encourages students to
give their personal opinion
on the listening text.

The Reflection Point
feature encourages
students to think about
what they’ve just done and
guides them towards their
own conclusions.

The life skills in Beyond are
applicable to other situations
and contexts. The Extend stage
enables students to transfer
the skills learnt, building a
classroom-to-real-life link.
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SPEAKING

WRITING
Every Speaking page is based on a real-life scenario and presents functional
language that students need in order to communicate in everyday situations.

The writing lesson in each unit allows students to put everything they’ve learnt
in the unit into practice. Students are systematically guided to plan, write and
check their writing to produce a final draft.

The Speaking pages are carefully structured to ensure students are fully prepared
for the final speaking task.
Every Speaking page includes a specially commissioned video, which features teenage
Drama Kids exemplifying the key language in a natural and engaging way.
Videos and photos present the speaking
situations in a realistic and meaningful way,
showing all aspects of communication
including non-verbal language.

The lesson opens with a short speaking and reading
exercise to establish the topic. Students read a
model text and complete a task to check they have
understood the content introduced.

After practising the subskill,
students follow a step-by-step
writing plan to help them
prepare for writing.

The lesson starts with
tasks designed to get
students thinking for
themselves about the
specific aim of the
Speaking lesson.

Get it right tips are provided
for clarification of confusing
points and to give guidance
on common errors.
Students watch the
video or listen to the
scenes and complete
an initial gist exercise
before focusing on
the subskill.

Each lesson ends with an Act
task in which students apply the
language from the lesson to
dialogues of their own.

The How To feature
provides tips related
to the specific
writing subskill.

The Phrasebook includes all
functional phrases presented
in the video dialogue, which
students will need when they
do the Speaking tasks.
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Sharing work for peer review helps students
to develop their skills in critical analysis and to
identify areas where they may need to improve.

Students are encouraged
to check and reflect on
their writing to help them
assess their work.
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UNIT REVIEW AND PROGRESS CHECK
The Unit Review page allows students
to check and assess their own progress
in vocabulary and grammar.
The Unit Review starts with two
exercises to assess both lexical
sets covered in the unit.

Two grammar exercises
test both grammar points
covered in the unit.

WORKBOOK
After every two units, there is a twopage skills-based Progress Check that
allows students and teachers to see how
well the class is working. The Progress
Checks also include tips on how to deal
successfully with the various tasks.

The Beyond Workbook lessons review and recycle target items from the
corresponding lesson pages of the Student’s Book, and offer comprehensive
practice for homework and class use.
Vocabulary
Two vocabulary pages per unit practise
the target lexis in new contexts.
Puzzles and games add an element
of fun and variety.

Each exercise has a space for
students to record their score.

The Exam Tips help students prepare
for each main exam-style task.

Grammar
The Workbook contains
three pages per unit for
practising target grammar.

Grammar Study boxes
revise the form and use
of key grammar.

Students see how the various
subskills they have already learned
in the units will help them in an exam
situation. This serves to consolidate
learning and increase confidence.

Students are encouraged to assess
their progress using CEFR ‘can do’
statements that refer directly back
to the lesson aims and subskills.

Writing
Key writing subskills from the Student’s Book
are developed in carefully chosen exercises,
which exemplify the relevant subskills.
Emphasis is on the planning and structuring of
texts, and final productive exercises prepare
students with exam-type tasks.

Each Progress Check has an optional
speaking section complete with teacher’s
notes and supporting material, which can
be downloaded from the Resource Centre
at www.macmillanbeyond.com

Overall scoring is the same in every Progress
Check, so students can monitor both their overall
progress and their progress in specific skills.

The life skills from the Student’s Book are
developed and students are challenged to
use their problem-solving and critical-thinking
skills as part of this reflection process.

Listening
Key listening subskills from the Student’s
Book are reintroduced and re-examined.
Additional listening exercises focus on the
unit’s theme, often through exam-style
tasks related to the lesson’s subskills.

www.macmillanbeyond.com

BEYOND

Life skills for teenagers

■

Bespoke videos

■

Inspiring topics

■

A1+

Strong multi-media offering

■

Award-winning author team

■

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

BEYOND A1+

Language subskills

■

A1+

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

BE

Learn Beyond.

Teach Beyond.

Go Beyond.
BEYOND is a 6-level course for teenagers, from A1+
to B2. The course is based on a detailed mapping onto
the CEFR and international exams. It offers a comprehensive
syllabus for the four skills through systematic development of subskills
and linguistic strategies. The age-appropriate life skills strand adds a new
dimension to language teaching in the secondary classroom.
BEYOND’s creative and dynamic approach to topics motivates students to
engage with the material, making language learning more meaningful and
successful. Units provide constant opportunities for students to express
themselves, while the pages are brought to life through a series of
specially-produced videos. Throughout the course, language is
recycled and reviewed, allowing students to assess and
consolidate their progress.

Robert Campbell

BEYOND’s unique combination of language skills, life
skills and motivating material prepares students for
success in the 21st century classroom and beyond.

Print Workbook
online Workbook

COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2
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Minimum system requirements for online components

Rebecca Robb Benne

For The TeAcher
Teacher’s Book Premium Pack,
including:
■
Online Workbook
■
Online Resource Centre
– Presentation Kit (downloadable)
– course audio and video
– worksheets (culture, CLIL, life skills,
grammar, vocabulary and more)
– tests and test generator
– access to onestopenglish.com resources
■
DVD (Student’s Book videos)
■
Class Audio CDs

Rob Metcalf

For The STudenT
Student’s Book Pack,
including:
■
Online Resource Centre
– Student’s Book audio
– Student’s Book video
– Workbook audio
– extra listening
– worksheets

A1+

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

I S B N 978-0-230-46103-1

Windows

Macintosh OS

Windows XP SP3 Windows 7 & 8
CPU Speed Core 2 Duo,
Core 2 Duo,
(equivalent) 2.53 GHz
2.93 GHz
Browser
IE 9, 10, 11 / Firefox / Chrome

10.7 10.8 10.9
CPU Speed Core 2 Duo,
(equivalent) 1.83 GHz
Browser
Safari 5, 6

Robert Campbell
Rob Metcalf
Rebecca Robb Benne

Internet connection required
9

RAM: 1GB for 32 bit, 2GB for 64 bit, Display: 1024 x 768 pixels, 32-bit colour,
Audio sound card

780230 461031

For customer support please contact help@macmillan.com

Student’s Resource Centre

BEYOND A1+ COVER SB STANDARD.indd 1

04/09/2014 12:25

Beyond A1+ Premium
Student’s Book Pack
9780230461024
Life skills for teenagers

■

Bespoke videos

■

Strong multi-media offering

■

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

Award-winning author team

■

Learn Beyond.

Teach Beyond.

Go Beyond.
BEYOND is a 6-level course for teenagers, from A1+
to B2. The course is based on a detailed mapping onto
the CEFR and international exams. It offers a comprehensive
syllabus for the four skills through systematic development of subskills
and linguistic strategies. The age-appropriate life skills strand adds a new
dimension to language teaching in the secondary classroom.
BEYOND’s creative and dynamic approach to topics motivates students to
engage with the material, making language learning more meaningful and
successful. Units provide constant opportunities for students to express
themselves, while the pages are brought to life through a series of
specially-produced videos. Throughout the course, language is
recycled and reviewed, allowing students to assess and
consolidate their progress.

Robert Campbell

BEYOND’s unique combination of language skills, life
skills and motivating material prepares students for
success in the 21st century classroom and beyond.

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack,
including:
■
Online Workbook
■
Online Resource Centre
– Presentation Kit (downloadable)
– course audio and video
– worksheets (culture, CLIL, life skills,
grammar, vocabulary and more)
– tests and test generator
– access to onestopenglish.com resources
■
DVD (Student’s Book videos)
■
Class Audio CDs

BE

COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
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Minimum system requirements for online components

Rebecca Robb Benne

FOR THE TEACHER

Student’s Book Pack,
including:
■
Online Resource Centre
– Student’s Book audio
– Student’s Book video
– Workbook audio
– extra listening
– worksheets

A2

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

Rob Metcalf

FOR THE STUDENT

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Beyond A1+
Online Workbook
9780230466005

A2

Inspiring topics

■

Print Workbook
Online Workbook

Beyond A1+
Workbook
9780230460164

BEYOND

BEYOND A2

Beyond A1+ Premium
Teacher’s Book Pack
9780230465992

Language subskills

■

A2

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

BE

Beyond A1+ Standard
Student’s Book Pack
9780230461031

I S B N 978-0-230-46112-3

Windows

Macintosh OS

Windows XP SP3 Windows 7 & 8
CPU Speed Core 2 Duo,
Core 2 Duo,
(equivalent) 2.53 GHz
2.93 GHz
Browser
IE 9, 10, 11 / Firefox / Chrome

10.7 10.8 10.9
CPU Speed Core 2 Duo,
(equivalent) 1.83 GHz
Browser
Safari 5, 6

Robert Campbell
Rob Metcalf
Rebecca Robb Benne

Internet connection required
9

RAM: 1GB for 32 bit, 2GB for 64 bit, Display: 1024 x 768 pixels, 32-bit colour,
Audio sound card

780230 461123

For customer support please contact help@macmillan.com
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Beyond A2 Premium
Student’s Book Pack
9780230461130

Beyond A2 Standard
Student’s Book Pack
9780230461123

Beyond A2 Premium
Teacher’s Book Pack
9780230466036

Beyond A2
Workbook
9780230460171

Beyond A2
Online Workbook
9780230466050

Beyond A2+ Premium
Student’s Book Pack
9780230461222

Beyond A2+ Standard
Student’s Book Pack
9780230461239

Beyond A2+ Premium
Teacher’s Book Pack
9780230466074

Beyond A2+
Workbook
9780230460188

Beyond A2+
Online Workbook
9780230466098

Beyond B1 Premium
Student’s Book Pack
9780230461338

Beyond B1 Standard
Student’s Book Pack
9780230461321

Beyond B1 Premium
Teacher’s Book Pack
9780230466111

Beyond B1
Workbook
9780230460195

Beyond B1
Online Workbook
9780230466128

Beyond B1+ Premium
Teacher’s Book Pack
9780230466159

Beyond B1+
Workbook
9780230460201

Beyond B1+
Online Workbook
9780230466166

Beyond B2 Premium
Teacher’s Book Pack
9780230466197

Beyond B2
Workbook
9780230460218

Beyond B2
Online Workbook
9780230466203

BEYOND A2+

BEYOND B1

Language subskills

■

BEYOND

Life skills for teenagers

■

Bespoke videos

■

Inspiring topics

■

B1+

Strong multi-media offering

■

Award-winning author team

■

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

BEYOND B1+

B1+

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

BE

Learn Beyond.

Teach Beyond.

Go Beyond.
BEYOND is a 6-level course for teenagers, from A1+
to B2. The course is based on a detailed mapping onto
the CEFR and international exams. It offers a comprehensive
syllabus for the four skills through systematic development of subskills
and linguistic strategies. The age-appropriate life skills strand adds a new
dimension to language teaching in the secondary classroom.
BEYOND’s creative and dynamic approach to topics motivates students to
engage with the material, making language learning more meaningful and
successful. Units provide constant opportunities for students to express
themselves, while the pages are brought to life through a series of
specially-produced videos. Throughout the course, language is
recycled and reviewed, allowing students to assess and
consolidate their progress.

Robert Campbell

BEYOND’s unique combination of language skills, life
skills and motivating material prepares students for
success in the 21st century classroom and beyond.

FOR THE STUDENT

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack,
including:
■
Online Workbook
Online Resource Centre
– Presentation Kit (downloadable)
– course audio and video
– worksheets (culture, CLIL, life skills,
grammar, vocabulary and more)
– tests and test generator
– access to onestopenglish.com resources
■
DVD (Student’s Book videos)
■
Class Audio CDs
■

COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

BE

www.macmillanbeyond.com

Minimum system requirements for online components

Rebecca Robb Benne

Print Workbook
Online Workbook

FOR THE TEACHER

Rob Metcalf

Student’s Book Pack,
including:
■
Online Resource Centre
– Student’s Book audio
– Student’s Book video
– Workbook audio
– extra listening
– worksheets

B1+

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

I S B N 978-0-230-46142-0

Windows

Macintosh OS

Windows XP SP3 Windows 7 & 8
CPU Speed Core 2 Duo,
Core 2 Duo,
(equivalent) 2.53 GHz
2.93 GHz
Browser
IE 9, 10, 11 / Firefox / Chrome

10.7 10.8 10.9
CPU Speed Core 2 Duo,
(equivalent) 1.83 GHz
Browser
Safari 5, 6

Robert Campbell
Rob Metcalf
Rebecca Robb Benne

Internet connection required
9

RAM: 1GB for 32 bit, 2GB for 64 bit, Display: 1024 x 768 pixels, 32-bit colour,
Audio sound card

780230 461420

For customer support please contact help@macmillan.com

Student’s Resource Centre
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Beyond B1+ Premium
Student’s Book Pack
9780230461437
Language subskills

■

Life skills for teenagers

■

Bespoke videos

■

■

Strong multi-media offering

Learn Beyond.

Teach Beyond.

Go Beyond.
BEYOND is a 6-level course for teenagers, from A1+
to B2. The course is based on a detailed mapping onto
the CEFR and international exams. It offers a comprehensive
syllabus for the four skills through systematic development of subskills
and linguistic strategies. The age-appropriate life skills strand adds a new
dimension to language teaching in the secondary classroom.

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

Award-winning author team

■

B2

Inspiring topics

■

BEYOND

BEYOND B2

B2

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

BE

Beyond B1+ Standard
Student’s Book Pack
9780230461420

BEYOND’s creative and dynamic approach to topics motivates students to
engage with the material, making language learning more meaningful and
successful. Units provide constant opportunities for students to express
themselves, while the pages are brought to life through a series of
specially-produced videos. Throughout the course, language is
recycled and reviewed, allowing students to assess and
consolidate their progress.
Robert Campbell

BEYOND’s unique combination of language skills, life
skills and motivating material prepares students for
success in the 21st century classroom and beyond.

Print Workbook
online Workbook

COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK

A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

www.macmillanbeyond.com

Minimum system requirements for online components
Windows

Macintosh OS

Windows XP SP3 Windows 7 & 8
CPU Speed Core 2 Duo,
Core 2 Duo,
(equivalent) 2.53 GHz
2.93 GHz
Browser
IE 9, 10, 11 / Firefox / Chrome

10.7 10.8 10.9
CPU Speed Core 2 Duo,
(equivalent) 1.83 GHz
Browser
Safari 5, 6

BE

Rebecca Robb Benne

For The TeAcher
Teacher’s Book Premium Pack,
including:
■
Online Workbook
■
Online Resource Centre
– Presentation Kit (downloadable)
– course audio and video
– worksheets (culture, CLIL, life skills,
grammar, vocabulary and more)
– tests and test generator
– access to onestopenglish.com resources
■
DVD (Student’s Book videos)
■
Class Audio CDs

Rob Metcalf

For The STudenT
Student’s Book Pack,
including:
■
Online Resource Centre
– Student’s Book audio
– Student’s Book video
– Workbook audio
– extra listening
– worksheets

B2

STUDENT’S BOOK PACK

I S B N 978-0-230-46153-6

Robert Campbell
Rob Metcalf
Rebecca Robb Benne

Internet connection required
RAM: 1GB for 32 bit, 2GB for 64 bit, Display: 1024 x 768 pixels, 32-bit colour,
Audio sound card
For customer support please contact help@macmillan.com
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780230 461536

Student’s Resource Centre
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Beyond B2 Premium
Student’s Book Pack
9780230461529

09/10/2014 11:34

Beyond B2 Standard
Student’s Book Pack
9780230461536

This brochure has been produced by Joanna Trzmielewska,
Marketing Executive for Exams, Skills, Grammar and Secondary.
If you need any further information on the products mentioned here,
you can contact Joanna through help@macmillan.com

9 780230 485723

